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In recent years, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ), the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), and private plaintiffs have successfully brought sexual harassment claims against housing providers for violations of the Fair Housing Act’s (FHA) ban on sex-based housing discrimination. 1 While many instances of sexual harassment outside of the employment context go unreported, “the reported cases, in conjunction with the daily realities of low-income women, suggest that each year thousands of women are subjected to inappropriate sexual comments, unwanted touching, and requests for sex or sexual favors by their landlords.” 2 Low-income women are at particularly high risk for sexual harassment by housing providers because they often have limited housing choices and face difficulties leaving unsafe housing situations. 3 Tenants who participate in subsidized housing programs may also fear losing crucial housing assistance if they refuse to endure a landlord’s harassing behavior. 4 Sexual harassment may occur in any form of rental housing, however, both federally subsidized and unsubsidized. This article briefly outlines the legal framework of FHA sexual harassment claims. It then analyzes recent DOJ complaints that settled out of court and summarizes two recent cases resulting in HUD fair housing discrimination charges.

Background

The FHA authorizes the HUD Secretary, the Attorney General, and any person who experiences sexual harassment in the home to pursue enforcement actions against housing providers, either in state or federal courts or through HUD’s administrative procedures. 5 Because judicial recognition of sexual harassment in housing has only
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emerged in the last few decades, however, there is little case law directly on point. Courts have therefore drawn on more-developed employment law to recognize two main forms of sexual harassment that violate the FHA. “Hostile housing environment” and “quid pro quo” harassment.

**Hostile Housing Environment**

To successfully allege a hostile housing environment FHA claim, a plaintiff must establish that the housing provider engaged in unwelcome sexual harassment “sufficiently severe or pervasive as to interfere with or deprive [the plaintiff] of her right to use or enjoy her home.” This standard is based on precedent interpreting Title VII’s prohibition of sex discrimination in employment as banning conduct that is “sufficiently severe or pervasive to alter the conditions of the victim’s employment and create an abusive working environment.” In announcing this definition in a Title VII case, the U.S. Supreme Court located a middle ground between banning “any conduct that is merely offensive” on one extreme, and requiring evidence that the conduct caused “a tangible psychological injury” on the other. To be actionable, sexual harassment in the workplace must be both subjectively abusive to the complaining employee and objectively abusive to a reasonable observer. In the context of housing, therefore, conduct that the tenant subjectively finds offensive, but that is objectively infrequent or not severe, will not support a hostile environment claim. Since the court or fact-finder must consider all circumstances concerning the alleged harassment, however, more severe harassment may lessen the requirement to show it was repetitive.

**Quid Pro Quo Harassment**

Quid pro quo housing harassment occurs “when housing benefits are explicitly or implicitly conditioned on sexual favors.” If a landlord refuses to make repairs unless or until a tenant provides sexual favors, for example, the landlord’s actions constitute quid pro quo harassment. Altering the terms and conditions of the rental in retaliation for a tenant’s refusal to comply with a landlord’s sexual demands, such as raising a tenant’s rent, could also constitute quid pro quo harassment. In addition to the FHA, existing HUD regulations prohibit this type of harassment by prohibiting the denial or limitation of services or facilities of a rental unit “because a person failed or refused to provide sexual favors.”

A successful quid pro quo harassment claim under the FHA must provide evidence of a causal connection between the withholding of housing benefits and the tenant’s refusal to provide sexual favors. It is not sufficient to allege merely that a landlord failed to deliver housing benefits after a tenant rejected demands for sexual favors.

**HUD’s Proposed Rulemaking**

In 2000, HUD proposed a rule “to provide guidance on the key aspects of evaluating sexual harassment claims.” The proposed regulation explained that sexual harassment may violate several sections of the FHA, including: (1) § 3604(a), prohibiting housing providers from refusing to sell or rent a dwelling because of one’s sex; (2) § 3604(b), prohibiting discrimination in “the terms, conditions, or privileges of sale or rental of a dwelling” because of one’s sex; (3) § 3604(c), prohibiting the printing or publishing of a notice, advertisement, or statement “that indicates any preference, limitation, or discrimination” based on one’s sex; and (4) § 3617, making it unlawful “to coerce, intimidate, threaten, or interfere with any person in the exercise or enjoyment of” any right protected by the FHA.

The proposed rule would have imposed liability for a housing provider’s own actions, as well as vicarious liability for sexual harassment by any of the housing provider’s agents. Additionally, under the proposed rule, a housing provider could have also been liable for the sexual harassment by third parties, such as tenants or independent contractors, if the housing provider or his or her agents
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“knew or should have known of the conduct and failed to take immediate and appropriate corrective action, and had a duty to do so” under a lease, condominium bylaw, or local ordinance. Courts have split on this question, some reluctant to sustain FHA claims against defendants who have no control or authority over the terms, conditions, or privileges of the plaintiff’s housing. However, at least one court was willing to impose liability against a landlord for tenant-on-tenant sexual harassment. This proposed rule, however, has never been finalized. Fifteen years later, the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs is currently reviewing a new proposed rule entitled “Standards Governing Harassment Under the Fair Housing Act.” This new proposed rule would “provide clear guidance for the benefit of housing consumers and providers, as well as legal practitioners for evaluating sexual harassment claims under the Fair Housing Act.”

Recent Litigation

Hostile Housing Environment

Successful Hostile Housing Environment Claims

Recent cases have considered hostile housing environment claims under the FHA. In Salisbury v. Hickman, the court allowed plaintiff’s claim to proceed even though the alleged harassment occurred on two separate occasions. The plaintiff, a mobile home park resident, alleged that the park’s on-site manager visited her in her backyard, “grabbed [her] hand and told her that he had ‘urges,’” asked if he could “hold her in his arms,” and cornered her against the side of her mobile home. On the second occasion, the plaintiff alleged that the manager entered her kitchen, advanced upon her until she “was pinned against the kitchen counter,” and asked to “hold [her] in [his] arms and kiss [her].” On each occasion, the resident told the manager she was not interested in his sexual advances.

The Salisbury court identified two specific factors that supported the resident’s claim of severe sexual harassment. First, although the manager did not commit violence or use overt physical force against the resident, his alleged behavior involved “a degree of physical intimidation and apprehension” when he advanced toward the resident and trapped her against her mobile home and against her kitchen counter. In addition, the second occasion occurred inside the resident’s home, making it “particularly egregious.” Second, the court noted the manager’s position of authority and his ability to interfere with the resident’s use and enjoyment of her home. The court found that these circumstances made the alleged harassment especially threatening, even without explicit quid pro quo harassment. Accordingly, the court denied summary judgment to the landlord on the plaintiff’s FHA hostile housing environment claim.

Courts have also recognized hostile housing environment claims based on state anti-discrimination laws, drawing on an FHA analysis. A Washington court, for example, cited federal precedent in establishing that sexual harassment constituted discrimination under state law. The tenant alleged that her landlord engaged in inappropriate behavior on 14 occasions—touching her buttocks, making sexually explicit comments, and pushing her onto his bed—and sued under Washington’s statute prohibiting sex discrimination in real estate transactions. The court found the landlord’s conduct sufficiently severe and pervasive to constitute sexual harassment. Citing Quigley v. Winter (discussed below) as persuasive authority, the court affirmed the prior administrative law judge’s findings in favor of the tenant.

Failed Hostile Housing Environment Claims

If a tenant fails to establish that the alleged harassment was severe or pervasive, a hostile housing environment claim will likely fail. In Tagliaferri v. Winter Park Housing Authority, the court affirmed the dismissal of the hostile housing environment claims of two tenants who alleged that a maintenance man photographed them outside, set up a video camera at their bedroom window, and interrupted their conversations with other men. Although
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this conduct might be “annoying and offensive,” the court concluded it did not constitute sexual harassment because it was not “serious, persistent, and explicitly humiliating or threatening.”

Courts have also dismissed complaints for lack of specificity, such as when a tenant vaguely alleged that her building’s superintendent made “unwanted sexual advances” and “sexually explicit and humiliating comments about her anatomy.” Without further details about the frequency of the conduct or the content of the comments, the court concluded the complaint was insufficient to establish a plausible claim.

**Quid Pro Quo Harassment**

**Successful Hostile Housing Environment Claims**

A housing provider may also violate the FHA by engaging in quid pro quo harassment, demanding sexual favors in exchange for housing benefits. In *Quigley v. Winter*, a landlord responded to a tenant’s inquiry about returning her security deposit by “flutter[ing] his hand against [her] stomach and say[ing] ‘My eagle eyes have not seen everything yet.’” Although the evidence of quid pro quo harassment was “not overwhelming,” the court found that a jury could reasonably infer that the landlord was conditioning “the return of her deposit... upon...seeing more of [tenant]’s body or even receiving a sexual favor.”

Another tenant successfully alleged that her landlord engaged in quid pro quo harassment by raising her rent in retaliation for her refusal to provide sexual favors. Specifically, the tenant alleged that shortly after she moved in, her landlord began making sexually suggestive comments to her. He also entered her home several times to make sexual demands. After the tenant refused to comply with his demands, the landlord raised her rent $200 per month. The court found that the tenant’s allegations could constitute quid pro quo harassment and denied the landlord’s motion to dismiss.

**Failed Quid Pro Quo Claims**

Absent evidence that a housing provider conditioned benefits on sexual favors, a plaintiff will not succeed with a quid pro quo claim. In *Butler v. Carrero*, for example, a prospective tenant alleged that staffs of a property manager’s office stated they would pay the prospective tenant to read them a bedtime story because his “voice is so sexy” and they would “pay for more than that.” Because the plaintiff did not allege that the staffers conditioned the rental of the apartment on his compliance with their advances, however, he could not establish quid pro quo harassment, and the court granted defendant’s motion to dismiss.

Similarly, in *Hurst v. Hochman*, the trial court awarded a tenant a judgment for battery against her landlord based on his touching of her several times over her objections, including “reach[ing] his hand up [her] shirt” and “touch[ing] [her] butt a couple times.” The lower court also found, however, that the tenant’s FHA claim failed because she “was charged and paid normal rent” and “was not deprived of any services available to other tenants.” The appellate court affirmed, finding that the tenant failed to carry her burden of proof under the FHA—despite the finding of battery—because she did not show that the landlord took any adverse housing actions in response to her refusal to submit to his sexual advances.

**Recent DOJ Settlements**

The DOJ has statutory authority to pursue civil enforcement actions regarding sexual harassment and other claims under the FHA when the allegations represent a “pattern or practice of resistance to the full enjoyment of rights granted” by the FHA, or when a “group of persons has been denied any of the rights granted by” the FHA and the denial “raises an issue of general public importance.” In addition to claims evaluated by courts, the DOJ has settled housing sexual harassment cases out of court.

**United States v. Lowrey Hotel**

In 2011, the DOJ brought suit on behalf of a formerly homeless woman who alleged that the manager of a hotel offering month-to-month rentals sexually harassed her. The hotel owner had allowed the tenant to work for the hotel’s manager to offset her rent. The manager, though, allegedly stopped giving the tenant work after she refused his sexual advances. On one occasion, the manager had allegedly locked himself in a room with her, exposed himself, asked her to engage in sexual acts, and stated that “if
she did enough for him he could possibly get her a job."

In addition, he allegedly took her to his home and told her “they were not leaving until she performed oral sex on him,” and later offered to waive her rent if she would “give him a sexual favor in exchange.” After the tenant filed a HUD complaint, HUD issued a charge of discrimination against the hotel, its owner, and the manager, asserting that all parties engaged in sex discrimination prohibited by the FHA. The tenant then elected to have her claims heard in federal district court and the DOJ filed suit. As part of a settlement, defendants agreed to pay the tenant $50,000. They further agreed not to discriminate on the basis of sex, adopt a nondiscrimination policy and grievance procedure, display fair housing information, keep rental records, and receive FHA training.

**Hawecker v. Sorensen**

In 2012, the DOJ obtained its largest sexual harassment settlement. The Department and two private plaintiffs alleged that the plaintiffs’ landlord subjected actual and prospective female tenants to “severe, pervasive, and unwelcome sexual harassment.” Specifically, the landlord had allegedly made unwelcome sexual advances and comments, exposed his genitals, entered residences of female tenants without permission or notice, “touch[ed] female tenants on their breasts and buttocks without their consent,” offered to reduce rent and install new appliances “in exchange for sexual favors,” and took adverse housing actions, including evictions, against female tenants who would not grant sexual favors.

Along with granting damages and a civil penalty, the settlement also enjoined the landlord and his agents from engaging in sex-based discrimination. Additionally, the settlement required the housing provider to establish and abide by a nondiscrimination policy. Although the landlord may retain ownership of certain rental properties, he must hire an independent manager who will conduct all management activities, including showing apartments, supervising repairs, selecting tenants, and conducting evictions. The settlement also required the landlord to fully cooperate in vacating evictions and related judgments, and striking eviction complaints filed or rendered against the plaintiffs and others who experienced his sex discrimination.

**United States v. VanderVennen**

Most recently, in August 2014, the DOJ settled a case in which the property manager of an apartment complex in Grand Rapids, Michigan used his position to sexually harass female tenants and applicants. The manager allegedly made unwelcome sexual comments and advances to female tenants and prospective tenants, subjected female tenants to unwanted sexual touching and “touch[ed] himself in a sexual manner” in their presence, entered female tenants’ apartments “without permission or notice,” offered “housing benefits in exchange for sexual acts,” threatened female tenants who refused to provide sexual favors, and “regularly expressed a preference for female tenants.” The complaint further alleged that the owners of the apartment complex either knew or should have known about the manager’s conduct and failed to stop him.

In the settlement agreement, the manager and owners agreed to pay $510,000 in damages to the individuals harmed by the discriminatory conduct. Both the manager and the owners agreed not to engage in discriminatory conduct and to institute nondiscriminatory policies. In addition, the agreement permanently bans the manager from performing any property management responsibilities at any residential rental property.

**Recent HUD Discrimination Charges**

In September 2014, HUD issued fair housing discrimination charges against housing providers in West Virginia and Tennessee. In the West Virginia case, HUD alleged that property management employees sexually harassed five female Section 8 tenants. The employees allegedly sent one of the tenants “unwelcome, offensive, and sexually suggestive text messages,” entered her locked apartment and bedroom, and demanded that she “participate..."
in a violent sexual act.” One employee allegedly told her “he could deprive her of her Section 8 voucher and have her evicted if she refused.”

The employees allegedly engaged in similar conduct with the other four tenants, including making sexually suggestive comments and texts, demanding sexual acts, and threatening eviction or loss of Section 8 vouchers. The employees had allegedly created “a hostile and burdensome housing environment” for the tenants by “making unwelcome, sexually suggestive or explicit statements” and by engaging in quid pro quo harassment.

In the Tennessee case, the manager of a rental property allegedly sent a female tenant “sexually suggestive text messages” and requested “sexually suggestive photographs.” The manager allegedly later appeared at the tenant’s door and demanded that she allow him to take partially undressed photos of her, then sent further requests for photos through text messages. When the tenant refused a later request for additional nude photographs, the manager allegedly told her that “she would receive a 30-day notice to vacate” and “texted her to ‘get the hell out.’”

Both discrimination charges seek damages for the residents who experienced harassment, civil penalties, and injunctions prohibiting the defendants from engaging in further discriminatory behavior. As of April 2015, HUD has not issued any press releases stating that these charges have been resolved.

**Conclusion**

Sexual harassment in housing is a serious violation of a tenant’s housing rights under the FHA. Sexual harassment is particularly threatening to low-income tenants because of their limited housing options. As a result of those limited options, tenants experiencing sexual harassment may be reluctant to refuse or report sexual advances by a housing provider for fear of endangering their housing. Advocates should look for further developments in this area as courts, the DOJ, and HUD continue to enforce the FHA against providers who engage in sexual harassment.
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